Want to understand IHE XDS better?
Plan to develop or integrate to document sharing or
imaging solutions?
SIGN UP FOR THE ADVANCED XDS TRAINING 20.–21.3.2017!
IHE Finland and HL7 Finland organize a two-day
advanced XDS training course in Helsinki on
20.-21.3.2017!
This 2-day training course offers the participants
hands-on experience with XDS/XDS-I and XCA/XCAI based infrastructures. The focus will be on
common data flow patterns of such
infrastructures, e.g. making an image available via
XDS-I/XCA-I or retrieving a document using
XDS/XCA.
As a secondary goal the training course aims to
familiarize the participant with testing and
simulation tools so they can be used after the
training course itself.

TRAINERS
The trainers are renowned international experts on
HL7 and IHE integration platforms in healthcare.
René Spronk (Ringholm,
https://nl.linkedin.com/in/renespronk) will focus
on the various presentations which cover the
details of the various transactions, as well as on
the exercises.
Eric Poiseau (IHE Services,
https://fr.linkedin.com/in/ericpoiseau) will focus
on the tooling being used to support the various
exercises, as well as on the exercises themselves.
PLACE AND PRICE

TARGET AUDIENCE
This hands-on training course is aimed at those
involved with the development, implementation,
testing, deployment and support of IHE XDS-I/XCAI based systems and architectures.
LEARNING GOALS
At the end of the training course, the attendees
will be able to:
 In client scenarios (e.g. as an image viewer
application): store images in a XDS-I and XCA-I
based infrastructure, fetch images from a XDS-I
and XCA-I based infrastructure
 In server scenarios (e.g. as an image archive
application): Enable the local image archive to
be XDS-I/XCA-I compliant, inclusive of the
creation of a XCA-I gateway.

The training is organized in Kuntatalo, Toinen Linja
14, 00530 Helsinki.
For members of HL7 Finland
and IHE Finland
For others

800 € + vat
1500 € + vat

Join IHE Finland and get lower prices:
http://www.hl7.fi/hl7-finland-liity-yhdistykseen
http://www.hl7.fi/sig-toiminta/ihe-sig/
SIGN UP
Sign up by sending email to Mirja Turunen,
mirja.turunen@kuopionsihteeripalvelu.fi with
subject “Advanced XDS training”. The number of
attendees for the course is limited (30), so sign up
soon!

MORE INFORMATION: http://www.hl7.fi/wp-content/uploads/IHE-Advanced-XDS-training-2017.pdf
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